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The supplementary liability has been expressly provided in Tort Liability
Law of People’s Republic of china. However, these provisions are extensive and
lack of relevant judicial interpretation to define the details of implementation.
Moreover, the variety and complexity of judicial practice causes many issues
when supplementary liability adapted in trial practice. This article analyses the
situation of theorist research for tort supplementary liability from the
jurisprudence angle. By applying the sociology of law; especially from angle of
legal hermeneutics to explain, exam the cases of safe-guard obligors who failed
their obligations due to their rights are violated by third party. In current theory of
tort’s framework, we assume theory of ‘infringement by several individuals’ can
be applied to allocate the liabilities between safe-guard obligors and infringers.
In some special cases, joint liability can be used to serve justice.
This article is divided as four chapters apart from introduction and
conclusion. Brief of each chapter described as follows:
Chapter one introduces the situation of supplementary liability for security
obligations in our country’s theoretical and practical society, which starts from the
situation of theorist research for tort supplementary liability and before the
judicial interpretations on compensation for person damage come into effect. We
believe the views of supplementary liability in theoretical society are different and
stipulations that associated with may vary; therefore we deduce the right of claim
is not essential in supplementary liability. We introduces in details about views of
liability and legislation for Safe-guard Obligor when the third party is intervened.
At last, based on changes of Safe-guard Obligor supplementary liability’s
legislation, we believe the legislature has not been made very clear whether the
Safe-guard Obligors have rights of claim after accept responsibility when the third
party is intervened.
Chapter two introduce the development of security obligation in Continental
Legal System and Anglo-American Law System. By using theory and case













obligors in Continental Legal System and Anglo-American Law System. We think
the Safe-guard Obligors shall bear the actual liability regardless the adoption of
share liability or joint liability in these two legal systems.
Chapter three aim to analyse how the supplementary liability for security
obligations applied in judicial. This chapter uses plenty case studies to break down
in details and analyses the law of Judicial Interpretations on compensation for
person damage and tort liability law. We believe instead of seek resolution and
case justice in current regulation system, the juridical practise have neither
completely follow the supplementary liability rules that declared in judicial
interpretations on compensation for person damage in order to solve similar cases,
nor the tort liability Law can prevent different measurement from case of same
nature.
Chapter four gives our opinions with understands and applies in security
obligations. We analyses the unreasonable theories in supplementary liability from
law of the judicial interpretations on compensation for person damage and predict
the consequences might course in judicial practise. We think it is unnecessary to
give same explanation in tort liability law. We assume the theory of ‘infringement
by several individuals’ can be applied to allocate liabilities between Safe-guard
Obligors and infringers. In some special cases, joint liability can be used to
serve justice.
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补充责任的法律条文，不难发现，与 2004 年 5 月 1 日起施行的《最高人民法院
关于审理人身损害赔偿案件适用法律若干问题的解释》（以下简称《人身损害赔
偿解释》第 6 条第 2 款关于经营者补充责任的规定相比，2010 年 7 月 1 日起施
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